This paper investigates inhomogeneous deformation behavior of clay under the plane strain undrained extension loadings based on bifurcation theory. Constitutive equations of clay are applied for a coaxial and a non-coaxial Cam-clay model. Development locations and forms of slip surfaces are estimated based on distribution of maximum shear strain at the occurrence of bifurcation. Bifurcation stress ratios with lower symmetric modes are smaller under extension loadings than any other mode. The smallest bifurcation stress ratio under extension loadings is larger than the smallest ratio under compression loadings. However, bifurcation stress ratio in extension tests is smaller than in compression tests in the case of lower symmetric modes that the influence of the allowable eccentric load is small. Slip surfaces observed under compression loadings develop from the center of the inside to the side in the end face at top and bottom. In extension tests, however, slip surfaces develop from the exterior at the point of greatest narrowing to the inside.
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